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DEFINITION OF TERMS 
 

Affected person (AP)  - Means any person, household, firm or private institution who, 
on account of changes resulting from the Project, or any of its 
phases or subprojects, will have its (i) standard of living 
adversely affected; (ii) right, title or interest in any house, land 
(including residential, commercial, agricultural, forest, salt 
mining and/or grazing land), water resources or any other 
moveable or fixed assets acquired, possessed, restricted or 
otherwise adversely affected, in full or in part, permanently or 
temporarily; and/or (iii) business, occupation, place of work or 
residence or habitat adversely affected, with or without 
displacement.  

Detailed 
Measurement Survey 
(DMS) 

- With the aid of the approved detailed engineering design, this 
activity involves the finalization and/or validation of the results 
of the inventory of losses (IOL), severity of impacts, and list 
of APs earlier done during RP preparation. The final cost of 
resettlement can be determined following completion of the 
DMS. 

Cut-off date 
 

 This refers to the date prior to which the occupation or use of 
land in the project area makes residents/users of the same 
eligible to be categorized as AP.  

Entitlement - Refers to a range of measures comprising compensation, 
income restoration support, transfer assistance, income 
substitution, relocation support, etc. which are due to the APs, 
depending on the type and severity of their losses, to restore 
their economic and social base.  

Host community - Means the community already in residence at a proposed 
resettlement or relocation site. 

Income restoration 
 
 

- This is the re-establishment of sources of income and 
livelihood of the affected households. 

Inventory of Losses 
(IOL) 

- This is the process where all fixed assets (i.e., lands used for 
residence, commerce, agriculture, including ponds; dwelling 
units; stalls and shops; secondary structures, such as fences, 
tombs, wells; trees with commercial value; etc.) and sources 
of income and livelihood inside the Project right-of-way 
(project area) are identified, measured, their owners 
identified, their exact location pinpointed, and their 
replacement costs calculated. Additionally, the severity of 
impact to the affected assets and the severity of impact to the 
livelihood and productive capacity of APs will be determined.  

Land acquisition - Refers to the process whereby an individual, household, firm 
or private institution is compelled by a public agency to 
alienate all or part of the land it owns or possesses to the 
ownership and possession of that agency for public purposes 
in return for compensation at replacement costs. 
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Rehabilitation - This refers to additional support provided to APs losing 
productive assets, incomes, employment or sources of living, 
to supplement payment of compensation for acquired assets, 
in order to achieve, at a minimum, full restoration of living 
standards and quality of life 

Relocation 
 

- This is the physical relocation of an AP from her/his pre-
project place of residence and/or business. 

Replacement cost 
 

- The amount needed to replace an affected asset net of 
transaction costs such as administrative charges, taxes, 
registration and titling costs.  

Replacement Cost 
Study 

- This refers to the process involved in determining 
replacement costs of affected assets based on empirical 
data. 

Resettlement 
 

- This includes all measures taken to mitigate any and all 
adverse impacts of a project on AP property and/or 
livelihoods, including compensation, relocation (where 
relevant), and rehabilitation as needed. 

Resettlement Plan 
(RP) 

- This is a time-bound action plan with budget setting out 
compensation and resettlement strategies, objectives, 
entitlement, actions, responsibilities, monitoring and 
evaluation.  

Severely affected 
households  

 
- 

This refers to affected households who will (i) lose 10% or 
more of their total productive land and/or assets, (ii) have to 
relocate; and/or (iii) lose 10% or more of their total income 
sources due to the Project. 

Vulnerable groups - These are distinct groups of people who might suffer 
disproportionately or face the risk of being further 
marginalized by the effects of resettlement and specifically 
include: (i) female headed households with dependents, (ii) 
disabled household heads, (iii) households falling under the 
generally accepted indicator for poverty, (iv) children and the 
elderly households who are landless and with no other means 
of support, and (v) landless households, and (vi) indigenous 
people or ethnic minorities. 
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Executive Summary 

I. Introduction and Project Description 

Greater Mekong Sub-region (GMS) Tourism Infrastructure for Inclusive Growth Project 
(the Project) is a multi-sector, multi-country investment project financed by separate 
sovereign loans to each of the participating countries. The project comprises transport 
related and environmental infrastructure subprojects and activities in 12 provinces spread 
across the three participating countries, Cambodia, Lao PDR and Viet Nam. The objective 
of the project is to accelerate inclusive economic growth in targeted areas of the GMS.  
 
In 2014, a Resettlement Plan (RP) was prepared and approved by ADB for the Chom Ong 
Cave Access Improvement Sub Project. The original scope of the subproject included 
improving a 56 km road starting from Xay town to Ban Chom Ong, and onwards to connect 
with Route 13N at Ban Bor To Kai, including a 3km sideroad from Ban Chom Ong to Chom 
Ong Cave.  
 
In 2017, after detailed engineering design (DED) was completed, cost estimates dictated 
that it would not be feasible to finance the entire 56 km road, and the scope of road 
improvements was reduced to 40 kms starting from center of Xay town to the Chom Ong 
Cave in Oudomxay Province (Contract TIIG-LAO-W02, hereinafter referred to as W02). 
The RP was updated in 2017 specifically for package W02. 
 
Later, in 2019, with savings realized from the competitive bidding process, the remaining 
16km road improvements between Ban Chom Ong and Ban Bor Ta Kai on Route 13 North 
was approved and procured as a separate package TIIG-LAO-W02a (hereafter referred 
to as W02a), and a contract was signed on 26 September 2019. However, in early 2020, 
the DED was revised in response to the discovery of design flaws that would have caused 
serious adverse safeguards impacts and included excavation quantities impossible to 
complete within the available time (i.e. before the end of 2020). The revised DED, which 
significantly reduced the adverse impacts, was approved by ADB in May 2020. This RP 
Addendum was prepared based on the May 2020 revised DED for package W02a. 

II. Scope of Land Acquisition and Resettlement Impacts 

Four villages will be impacted by a permanent loss of agricultural land. The type of 
agricultural land impacted is “garden land hill” (hereinafter referred in short as garden land) 
as per the land categorization which has been made in W02. Ownership of garden land is 
generally held by the community/village, and only very rarely by individuals. Garden land 
hill allocation in the village is authorized by the Village Authority and Village Land Tax 
Office based on request from households.  
 
Households often use several plots for their livelihood, however these plots are not used 
simultaneously. But rather used on a rotational basis. For example, one particular 
household uses Plot A for the first year, Plot B for the second year, Plot C for the third year, 
and then Plot A again for the fourth year. 
  
Garden land is mainly used for the production of rice and corn. The actual usage of 
agricultural land is all depending on availability of labor and/or cash to pay for labor. If one 
household is not able to use a particular plot of land due to constraints in labor, cash or for 
other reasons, another household may be given the usage rights for that particular plot.  
 
Since households do not have any land documents or certificates, households only pay 
tax on production of corn or rice and don't pay land tax such as which they would do if they 
had full land documents or land certificates. 
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Garden land adjacent to the road is in several locations impacted by the Project. A 
summary of impacts per village, including impact scope and magnitude are presented in 
Table 0.1 below. As shown in Table 0.1, the total land impacted by the Project in the four 
villages represents 0.27% (ranging from 0.22%-0.42% per village) of total garden land 
currently in use, or 0.06% (ranging from 0.05%-0.14% per village) of total garden land 
available, illustrating that all villages are able to absorb the loss without significant impacts 
on livelihoods. 
 
Table 0.1: Scope and magnitude of garden land impacted by village 

Villages Garden land  

ID. Name 
Impacted 

as per 
DMS (ha) 

Total 
used (ha) 

Total 
fallow 
(ha) 

Total 
(ha) 

Impacted of 
total used 

(%) 
Impacted of 

total (%) 
VIL 001 Nam Bor Ta Kai 0.5476 200 300 500 0.27 0.11 
VIL 002 Majuk 0.5865 140 280 420 0.42 0.14 
VIL 003 Kieo Joulou 0.6651 280 1,482 1,762 0.24 0.04 
VIL 004 Chom Ong 0.8230 368 1,221 1,589 0.22 0.05 
Total  2.6222 988 3,283 4,271 0.27 0.06 
Source: Compiled by MICT June 2020 
 

The Contractor has made individual agreements with the affected households and 
community (school yard in Kieo Joulou) for temporary usage of land and structures for the 
purposes of having camps (including garage, dormitory, restaurant & kitchen, office, toilets 
etc) and stockpile.  

 

III. Information Disclosure and Consultation 

All of the affected communities and village authorities have had at least three (3) meetings 
with the Project Implementation Unit (PIU) and/or executing Agency (EA) consultants. 

IV. Grievance Redress Mechanism 

No changes have occurred in the Grievance Redress Mechanism since the RP of 2014, 
therefore this addendum will refer to this existing grievance redress mechanism. 

V. Legal Framework 

No significant changes have occurred in the legal framework since the RP of 2014, 
however the RP of 2017 is more detailed in its explanation and therefore this addendum 
will refer to this latest existing legal framework. 

VI. Entitlements 

This Addendum will use the entitlement matrix from the 2017 Updated Resettlement Plan.   

VII. Compensation Plan 

As per the Loan Agreement, the Government is responsible for financing resettlement 
costs, and so it will be responsible for paying the compensation works to be carried out. 
As per request of the communities, the compensation will be provided in-kind. The 
Contractor of W02a will make civil works improvements to village public facilities as per 
request of each village. In order to determine the monetary value of the minimum in-kind 
compensation, a calculation is made of the cash compensation each village would be 
entitled to (Table 0.2).  
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Table 0.2: Summary budget for compensation communities 
Village Land impacted 

based on DMS 
optimized revised 

design May 2020 (m2) 

Garden 
land Unit 

Rate 
(LAK/m2) 

Entitled compensation 
amount to determine 

minimum value of in-kind 
compensation (LAK) 

ID. Name 

VIL 001 Nam Bor Ta Kai 5,476 1,400 7,666,000 
VIL 002 Majuk 5,865 1,400 8,211,000 
VIL 003 Kieo Joulou 6,651 1,400 9,311,400 
VIL 004 Chom Ong 8,230 1,400 11,522,000 
Total  26,222  36,710,400 

Source: Compiled by MICT June 2020 

VIII. Institutional Arrangements 

This addendum will refer and use the existing institutional arrangements of the RP of 2014. 

IX. Monitoring and Reporting 

No changes have occurred in the monitoring system since the RP of 2014, therefore this 
addendum will refer to this existing monitoring and reporting framework.  
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I. Introduction and Project Description 

A. General 

The Ministry of Information, Culture and Tourism (MICT) of the Government of the Lao 
PDR has undertaken the implementation of the Greater Mekong Sub-region (GMS) 
Tourism Infrastructure for Inclusive Growth Project (the Project), with financial assistance 
from the Asian Development Bank (ADB). The Project is primarily concerned with 
providing increased tourism benefit, with special emphasis to facilitate increased tourism 
employment to the people living in underdeveloped segments of the GMS Central Corridor. 
The MICT is responsible as the executing agency (EA) to implement the Project through 
its existing Project Coordination Unit (PCU).  
 
The project comprises four outputs:  
(i) Output 1: Improved Last Mile Tourism Access Infrastructure which include new and 

upgraded roads, piers, and associated tourism support facilities;  
(ii) Output 2: Improved Environmental Services in Cross Border Tourism Centers which 

includes wastewater treatment facilities and landfills;  
(iii) Output 3: Strengthened Institutional Capacity to Promote Inclusive Tourism Growth; 

and  
Output 4: Effective Project Implementation and Knowledge Management 
 
Output 1 and Output 2 involve infrastructure investments, whereas Outputs 3 & 4 involve 
development initiatives such as tourism planning and management, development of public 
private partnerships, and counterpart capacity development and training in tourism.  

B. Chom Ong Cave Access Improvements 

The scope of this RP Addendum covers only the “Chom Ong Cave Access Improvements” 
subproject in Oudomxay Province, and in particular the W02a Works Package comprising 
road improvements from the junction of National Road 13 North at Bor Ta Kai village until 
the junction at Ban Chom Ong with the turn-off towards the Chom Ong Cave (Figure 1). 
 

 
Figure 1: Sub-project location in Oudomxay Province 
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The W02a road section is 16.40 kms long between Ban Chom Ong and Ban Bor Ta Kai 
passes through the village areas of Majuk, Kieo Joulou. The road passes through 
agricultural land in all four villages and through residential areas of Ban Majuk and Ban 
Kieo Joulou. The total number of households in these two communities is approximately 
200.  
 

 
Figure 2: Package W02 39.40 km 

 

 
Figure 3: Package W02a 16.40 km 

C. Objectives of the Addendum to the Updated Resettlement Plan 

The May 2020 Due Diligence Report (DDR) concluded that the optimized revised design 
(May 2020) would result in significantly less adverse resettlement impacts compared to 
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the original design. Preliminary consultations indicated that villagers were very supportive 
of the road project that would greatly improve their accessibility to the nearby villages, and 
particularly National Road 13 and Xay Town. This addendum sets out the impacts and 
mitigation required in line with ADB SPS (2009) requirements.  

II. Scope of Land Acquisition and Resettlement 

A. Land Acquisition and Resettlement Strategy  

The W02a package includes work to upgrade road access to targeted tourist sites to draw 
more tourists. This package entails minimum land acquisition, and no relocation of 
households. The road is an upgrade of the existing road however some land acquisition is 
required to accommodate the technical requirements of the road construction.  

B. Land Acquisition and Resettlement Due Diligence 

Planning meetings were held in Oudomxay PIU office with Project key stakeholders such 
as Contractor, Residential Engineers, DONRE and DPTW staff and PIU staff. The kick off 
meeting prior to the fieldwork was to share the objective of the mission and discuss the 
program and get feedback from participants on technical matters. The meeting after the 
fieldwork was to brief the team on the initial findings, recommendations and next steps.  
 
During Due Diligence field work in the first week of May 2020, meaningful consultations 
were held with the communities owning/using land and individual households who are 
using the land in all four villages having land impacted adjacent to the road. During these 
meetings the PIU provided the general context of the Project, followed by the technical 
discussion facilitated by the International Safeguard Specialist, DONRE and DPWT staff.  
 
Communities were explained about the potential impacts of the project on their assets, 
and the way how the Project would try to avoid, minimize these impacts and if that would 
not be possible how the Project intends to mitigate adverse impacts. Main topics which 
were discussed included the following: entitlements, land use and land rights, grievance 
redress mechanism, Right of Way and land tax. 
 
Communities were asked about ownership/use of land impacted, type of land impacted by 
the Project and about how they would like to get compensated for these impacts. Building 
upon this, communities were explained about the entitlements they have and which steps 
would need to be taken for various types of compensation. In the end there was an overall 
consensus that the agricultural land impacted is garden land owned by the 
village/community and compensation could be made in kind.  
 
It was explained to the communities that a Detailed Measurement Survey (DMS) would 
follow to determine and confirm the exact impacts in terms of land use, and the dimensions 
of each impacted plot. This would then lead to compensation calculation in cash, of which 
the equivalent would be used to determine what in kind compensation in terms of goods 
or services could be provided to each individual village. 
 
The discussion went on to determine what type of goods and/or services each community 
would like to have to bring improvements to their respective village. Communities in the 
four villages were asking for road improvements to their schools or village office, 
improvements to their water supply system, improvements of their school yard etcetera. 
See the Minutes of Meetings of this Due Diligence mission, which are included in Annex 
I.1.  
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Following further discussions and inspections during the Due Diligence mission it was 
agreed that the design for the sections in the residential area of Majuk would be further 
optimized to avoid permanent residential land loss.  
 
The Contractor has made individual agreements with the affected households and 
community (school yard in Kieo Joulou) for temporary usage of their land and structures 
for the purposes of having camps (including garage, dormitory, restaurant & kitchen, office, 
toilets etc) and stockpile. An example these rental agreements are contained in Appendix 
2 of Annex I.1.  
 
The Detailed Measurement Survey which followed directly after the Due Diligence mission 
in May 2020 measured the exact scope and significance of impacts. Details are provided 
below in Section II D-E.  
 

C. Census and Socio-Economic Survey 

The original Cut-off-Date established by the EA was 31 July 2013, which was the final day 
of the original DMS and census that was as carried out by the PPTA consultant at that 
time. During the due diligence visits changes were observed in impacts therefore a new 
Cut of Date was issued by the Department of Information and Tourism on 12th of May 2020 
(see Annex II), and this has been communicated publicly on the 13th of May 2020. 
 
As confirmed during the village meetings during Due Diligence mission and later again 
confirmed during discussion with the respective village authorities, all impacted land is 
village/community land and therefore there are no land impacts on individual households, 
hence no socio economic data is collected for any individual households.  

 

D. Detailed Measurement Survey  

In November 2019, the Contractor estimated impacts on land based on the original 
approved design. Following the mission of the International Civil Engineer in December 
2019 during which he observed design flaws, a revised design was prepared during 
quarter 1 of 2020 and approved by ADB in May 2020. Technical changes in the revised 
design required less cutting and thus less spoiling areas, hence the impacts on agricultural 
land were significantly reduced to a total of 26,222 m2. See the survey findings in Table 1 
below. See Annex III.1 for a sample of signed DMS form, including pictures of the impacted 
plots, and see Annex III.2 for an impression of the signing process.  
 
In each of the four villages that have agricultural land adjacent to the road impacts have 
been measured. Smallest impacts measured was only as small as 18m2 while the largest 
impact measured was 900m2 Average impacted plot size per village was largest in Chom 
Ong with 484m2 and smallest in Ban Nam Bor Ta Kai with only 203m2. Average impacted 
plots size over all villages was 320m2. All impacts are on agricultural land with of the 
category garden land, which is used for annual cropping of rice and corn.  
 
Crops were just harvested at the time of the DMS. No other assets such as structures or 
trees were impacted.  
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Table 1: Permanently impacted garden land by village 
No
. 

Impacted Land 
Use Village Location (STA) Direction Impacted area 

Left Right 
Nam Bor Ta Kai village impacted land 

1 Garden land  Nam Bor Ta Kai STA0+180-0+240   Right 50mx2m 
2 Garden land  Nam Bor Ta Kai STA0+250-0+300   Right 50mx1m 
3 Garden land  Nam Bor Ta Kai STA0+325-0+400 Left   40mx3m 
4 Garden land  Nam Bor Ta Kai STA0+500-0+550   Right 2mx8m 
5 Garden land  Nam Bor Ta Kai STA0+600-0+650   Right 2mx10m 
6 Garden land  Nam Bor Ta Kai STA0+660-0+860   Right 1mx200m 
7 Garden land  Nam Bor Ta Kai STA0+700-0+800 Left   2mx100m 
8 Garden land  Nam Bor Ta Kai STA0+800-0+900 Left   2mx75m 
9 Garden land  Nam Bor Ta Kai STA0+950-1+200   Right 3mx200m 

10 Garden land  Nam Bor Ta Kai STA1+200-1+300   Right 1mx20m 
11 Garden land  Nam Bor Ta Kai STA1+450-1+600 Left   2mx150m 
12 Garden land  Nam Bor Ta Kai STA1+500-1+600   Right 1mx80m 
13 Garden land  Nam Bor Ta Kai STA1+600-1+670 Left   2mx50m 
14 Garden land  Nam Bor Ta Kai STA1+600-1+670   Right 2mx60m 
15 Garden land  Nam Bor Ta Kai STA1+700-1+800 Left   2mx100m 
16 Garden land  Nam Bor Ta Kai STA1+700-2+000   Right 2mx300m 
17 Garden land  Nam Bor Ta Kai STA1+800-1+970 Left   2mx100m 
18 Garden land  Nam Bor Ta Kai STA2+050-2+200   Right 4mx100m 
19 Garden land  Nam Bor Ta Kai STA1+970-2+100 Left   2mx100m 
20 Garden land  Nam Bor Ta Kai STA2+200-2+400   Right 2mx180m 
21 Garden land  Nam Bor Ta Kai STA2+400-2+450   Right 2mx10m 
22 Garden land  Nam Bor Ta Kai STA2+300-2+350 Left   2mx50m 
23 Garden land  Nam Bor Ta Kai STA2+400-2+600 Left   3mx200m 
24 Garden land  Nam Bor Ta Kai STA2+500-2+550   Right 2mx50m 
25 Garden land  Nam Bor Ta Kai STA2+600-2+700   Right 2mx70m 
26 Garden land  Nam Bor Ta Kai STA2+650-2+750 Left   2mx60m 
27 Garden land  Nam Bor Ta Kai STA2+770-2+950 Left   2mx180m 

 Nam Bor Ta Kai village subtotal (m2)                5,476  
 

Majuk village impacted land 
1 Garden land  Majuk STA2+950-3+050   Right 3mx100m 
2 Garden land  Majuk STA2+950-3+100 Left   3mx130m 
3 Garden land  Majuk STA3+050-3+250   Right 1mx200m 
4 Garden land  Majuk STA3+150-3+250 Left   2mx80m 
5 Garden land  Majuk STA3+250-3+300   Right 2mx50m 
6 Garden land  Majuk STA3+350-3+500   Right 2mx100m 
7 Garden land  Majuk STA3+600-3+700   Right 2mx45m 
8 Garden land  Majuk STA3+700-3+900 Left   3mx150m 
9 Garden land  Majuk STA4+00-4+150   Right 2mx50m 

10 Garden land  Majuk STA4+100- 4+200 Left   2mx120m 
11 Garden land  Majuk STA4+250-4+400 Left   2mx120m 
12 Garden land  Majuk STA4+400-4+600   Right 2mx120m 
13 Garden land  Majuk STA4+450-4+650 Left   3mx200m 
14 Garden land  Majuk STA4+700-4+750 Left   1mx30m 
15 Garden land  Majuk STA4+650-4+750   Right 2mx100m 
16 Garden land  Majuk STA4+800-4+900 Left   2mx60 
17 Garden land  Majuk STA4+800-5+000   Right 3mx200m 
18 Garden land  Majuk STA4+950-5+100 Left   2mx200m 
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No
. 

Impacted Land 
Use Village Location (STA) Direction Impacted area 

Left Right 
19 Garden land  Majuk STA5+050-5+100   Right 2mx25m 
20 Garden land  Majuk STA6+400-6+800 Left   3mx120m 
21 Garden land  Majuk STA7+100-7+350 Left   2mx200m 
22 Garden land  Majuk STA7+450-7+600   Right 2mx100m 
23 Garden land  Majuk STA7+450-7+600 Left   3mx65m 

 Majuk village subtotal (m2)                5,865  
 

Kieo Joulou village impacted land 
1 Garden land  Kieo Joulou STA10+600-10+800 Left   4mx100m 
2 Garden land  Kieo Joulou STA10+850-11+000 Left   2mx20m 
3 Garden land  Kieo Joulou STA11+050-11+100 Left   4mx10m 
4 Garden land  Kieo Joulou STA11+000-11+250   Right 2mx200m 
5 Garden land  Kieo Joulou STA11+150-11+300 Left   3mx120m 
6 Garden land  Kieo Joulou STA11+250-11+350   Right 4mx65m 
7 Garden land  Kieo Joulou STA11+350-11+500 Left   4mx110m 
8 Garden land  Kieo Joulou STA11+550-11+900 Left   3mx300m 
9 Garden land  Kieo Joulou STA11+950-12+100 Left   3mx100m 

10 Garden land  Kieo Joulou STA12+100-12+400   Right 4mx200m 
11 Garden land  Kieo Joulou STA12+150-12+400 Left   3mx200m 
12 Garden land  Kieo Joulou STA12+450-12+550 Left   4mx70m 
13 Garden land  Kieo Joulou STA12+600-12+950 Left   3mx300m 
14 Garden land  Kieo Joulou STA13+000-13+150   Right 3mx65m 
15 Garden land  Kieo Joulou STA13+000-13+050 Left   3mx12m 
16 Garden land  Kieo Joulou STA13+150-13+250 Left   2mx30m 
17 Garden land  Kieo Joulou STA13+250-13+350   Right 2mx20m 
18 Garden land  Kieo Joulou STA13+400-13+800   Right 2mx300m 

 Kieo Joulou village subtotal (m2)                6,651  
 

Chom Ong village impacted land 
1 Garden land  Chom Ong STA13+800-14+100 Left   4mx200m 
2 Garden land  Chom Ong STA14+100-14+300 Left   3mx150m 
3 Garden land  Chom Ong STA14+000-14+200   Right 3mx150m 
4 Garden land  Chom Ong STA14+350-14+450 Left   2mx50m 
5 Garden land  Chom Ong STA14+500-14+700 Left   3mx150m 
6 Garden land  Chom Ong STA14+750-15+000 Left   4mx200m 
7 Garden land  Chom Ong STA14+500-14+800   Right 2mx225m 
8 Garden land  Chom Ong STA15+050-15+300 Left   4mx150m 
9 Garden land  Chom Ong STA14+850-15+000   Right 2mx20m 

10 Garden land  Chom Ong STA15+350-15+500 Left   2mx150m 
11 Garden land  Chom Ong STA15+025-15+300   Right 3mx220m 
12 Garden land  Chom Ong STA15+350-15+650   Right 3mx250m 
13 Garden land  Chom Ong STA15+550-15+700 Left   3mx100m 
14 Garden land  Chom Ong STA15+700-15+750   Right 4mx100m 
15 Garden land  Chom Ong STA15+800-16+000   Right 2mx200m 
16 Garden land  Chom Ong STA16+050-16+200   Right 4mx120m 
17 Garden land  Chom Ong STA16+220-16+450   Right 4mx200m 

 Chom Ong village subtotal (m2)                8,230  
Total cutting and spoil 4 villages (m2)             26,222  

Source: Compiled by MICT June 2020 
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E. Scope and Magnitude of Impacts 

Data from the DMS suggest that impacts are highest in Chom Ong with 8,230m2 of 
community/village garden land impacted, and the numbers are lowest in Bor Ta Kai with 
only a total of 5,476m2 of impacted land. To determine the scope and magnitude of these 
impacts an agricultural land verification survey was held with village authorities in each of 
the four impacted villages in July 2020 prior to the signing of in kind compensation 
agreements.  
 
Two sets of data were collected during this survey: (i) quantitative data was collected to 
determine the significance of impacted garden land by comparing impacts against actual 
used garden land, and data was collected to determine the capacity of the village to absorb 
these permanent garden land losses by looking at available unused garden land (fallow 
land); (ii) qualitative information was collected regarding land use, land allocation and land 
documentation and tax. Annex III.2, provides a sample of a signed Agricultural Land 
Verification forms with details on both topics, and Annex III.3 gives an impression of the 
signing of these documents. 
 
Garden land adjacent to the road is in several locations impacted by the Project. A 
summary of impacts per village, including impact scope and magnitude are presented in 
Table 2 below. As shown in Table 2, the total land impacted by the Project in the four 
villages represents 0.27% (ranging from 0.22%-0.42% per village) of total garden land 
currently in use, or 0.06% (ranging from 0.05%-0.14% per village) of total garden land 
available, illustrating that all villages are able to absorb the loss without significant impacts 
on livelihoods. 
 
Table 2: Scope and magnitude of garden land impacted by village 

Villages Garden land  

ID. Name 
Impacted 

as per 
DMS (ha) 

Total 
used (ha) 

Total 
fallow 
(ha) 

Total 
(ha) 

Impacted of 
total used 

(%) 
Impacted of 

total (%) 
VIL 001 Nam Bor Ta Kai 0.5476 200 300 500 0.27 0.11 
VIL 002 Majuk 0.5865 140 280 420 0.42 0.14 
VIL 003 Kieo Joulou 0.6651 280 1,482 1,762 0.24 0.04 
VIL 004 Chom Ong 0.8230 368 1,221 1,589 0.22 0.05 
Total  2.6222 988 3,283 4,271 0.27 0.06 
Source: Compiled by MICT June 2020 

 
Four villages will be impacted by a permanent loss of agricultural land. The type of 
agricultural land impacted is “garden land hill” (hereinafter referred in short as garden land) 
as per the land categorization which has been made in W02. Ownership of garden land is 
generally held by the community/village, and only very rarely by individuals. Garden land 
hill allocation in the village is authorized by the Village Authority and Village Land Tax 
Office based on request from households.  
 
Households often use several plots for their livelihood, however these plots are not used 
simultaneously. But rather used on a rotational basis. For example, one particular 
household uses Plot A for the first year, Plot B for the second year, Plot C for the third year, 
and then Plot A again for the fourth year. 
  
Garden land is mainly used for the production of rice and corn. The actual usage of 
agricultural land is all depending on availability of labor and/or cash to pay for labor. If one 
household is not able to use a particular plot of land due to constraints in labor, cash or for 
other reasons, another household may be given the usage rights for that particular plot.  
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Since households do not have any land documents or certificates, households only pay 
tax on production of corn or rice and don't pay land tax such as which they would do if they 
had full land documents or land certificates. 

III. Information Disclosure, Consultation and Participation 
As mentioned in Section I.E social due diligence carried out by the PMCES Consultant 
concluded there were no land acquisition or resettlement impacts under the original 
design. As can be seen from Section II.D this was not only an incorrect conclusion, but as 
a consequence potentially Project Affected People were never properly consulted in the 
early days, nor was any information disclosed to them. A series of five (5) information 
disclosure, consultations and participatory missions have been organized by the PIU with 
the PAHs, contractors, resident engineers and relevant authorities. Summary of these 
meetings can be found below in the Table 3.  
 
Table 3: Consultation and Disclosure meetings related to Road Package W02a 

No. Date Location Meeting content 
1 19 

December 
2019 

W02a road Initial site inspection of W02a package by International Social 
Safeguard Specialist to get an idea of potential resettlement 
impacts. No meetings with communities were held.  

2 18-20 
March 
2020 

4 village authorities, 
TIIGP engineers 
and contractor 
camp Majuk 

First official contact with Contractor and Village authorities. 
Collect information on Project footprint and disclose LAC 
process to key stakeholders. Transect of W02a with village 
authorities.  

3 6-9 May 
2020  

4 communities, 
TIIGP engineers 
and contractor 
camp Majuk 

Social Due Diligence mission. Meeting contractor, village 
authorities and each of the four impacted communities. 
Discuss entitlements, GRM, LAC process with communities. 
Discuss in kind compensation options for agricultural land for 
each village.  

4 10-16 
May 2020 

4 village authorities 
and contractor 
camp Majuk 

Detailed Measurement Survey of agricultural impacted land 
along the W02a road. Announcement of Cut of Date.  

5 1-9 June 
2020 

4 village authorities 
and contractor in 
camp Majuk and 
camp Kieo Joulou 

Signing of the DMS forms of communities by village 
authorities. Confirm again the in kind options for each village, 
and inform them about implications of possible gaps between 
compensation budget and civil work BoQ. 

Source: Compiled by MICT June 2020 
 

During the Due Diligence mission the PAPs and relevant village authorities were all invited 
to participate in one village meeting in each respective village. PIU with support of the 
International Safeguard Specialist, DPWT, DONRE provided the communities with a very 
clear picture of the potential impacts, followed by the entitlements for compensation and 
the availability of a Grievance Redress Mechanism. Specifically, discussions were held on 
in kind compensation versus cash compensation. There was also abundant time available 
for questions and answers. All details of this mission are included in the Annex I.1.  

IV. Grievance and Redress Mechanisms 
No changes were made to the existing Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM) which was 
implemented under the approved RP of 2014, therefore this addendum will refer to the 
existing GRM.  

V. Legal Framework 
No significant changes have occurred in the legal framework since the RP of 2014, 
however the RP of 2017 is more detailed in its explanation and therefore this addendum 
will refer to this latest existing legal framework. 
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VI. Entitlements and unit rates 

A. Entitlement Matrix 

The addendum will use the entitlement matrix from the 2017 Updated Resettlement Plan. 
Table 4 below provides the compensation and benefits to which affected persons are 
entitled. This matrix is integrally reproduced from the 2017 Updated Resettlement Plan 
(prepared for Package W02), and no changes were made for the use in this Addendum 
for Package W02a. This matrix covers all kinds of entitlements households and/or 
communities have based on the DMS carried out among affected communities on the new 
road sections.  

 
Table 4: Entitlement Matrix 

No. Type of 
Losses 

Entitled 
Persons 

Entitlements 

1 Loss of  
productive 
land  

All impacted 
HHs) 

• Re-allocation of land within village boundaries if when 
required by village authorities  

2 Temporary 
impact during 
construction 

Community/ 
Individual  

• The contractor shall bear the cost of any impact on 
structure or land due to movement of machinery and in 
connection with collection and transportation of burrow 
materials.  

• All temporary use of lands outside proposed RoW to be 
through written agreement between the landowner and 
contractor 

• Land will be returned to owner rehabilitated to original or 
preferably better state 

3 Unforeseen 
impacts 

Concerned 
impacts 

• Unforeseen impacts will be documented and mitigated 
based on the principles agreed on in the RP.  

Source: Updated Resettlement Plan November 2017 (Revised by MICT) 

B. Process for unit rate calculation 

The impacts under this Package W02a are permanent loss of community garden land. 
This is difficult land to value as it is generally not sold. As observed during the DMS these 
lands were used for annual crops such as corn and rice. Since construction started after 
the harvest of these crops, therefore no crops were impacted. In addition there were no 
impacts on structures or trees. Therefore no new unit rates need to be considered. 
  
In order to come to a justifiable unit rate for agricultural land impacted by the project the 
EA followed the standing agreements on unit rates as announcement by the Provincial 
Government for the W02 package. In summary under the W02 package the EA used the 
established unit rate for “paddy” land as a proxy indicator for calculating unit rates for other 
land use types.  
 
Under the approved and updated RP 2017 paddy had a compensation rate of 7,500 
LAK/m2. Then as a second step proxy indicators and weighing rates were used to define 
unit rates for other anticipated impacted agricultural land use types. The first indicator 
relates to the availability and relative strength of land documentation, while proxy 
indicators 2 and 3 reflect physical land conditions, and indicators 4 and 5 reflect input 
levels required during field preparation and land management. See summary below in 
Table 5. 
 

Table 5: Calculation of land unit rates by using proxy indicators 
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Source: Compiled by MICT January 2020 

 

VII. Compensation Plan  

A. Compensation types 

Based upon the findings of the various missions and consultations with villagers in-kind 
compensation was the accepted form of compensation for each of the four impacted 
villages. 
 
As soon as this compensation plan has been approved by ADB the PIU and PCU with 
support of the safeguard specialist are able to implement the plans as outlined below.  

B. Compensation Plan Permanent Loss Agricultural Land 

As per the Loan Agreement, the Government is responsible for financing resettlement 
costs, and so it will be responsible for paying the compensation works to be carried out. 
As per request of the communities, the compensation will be provided in-kind. The 
Contractor of W02a will make civil works improvements to village public facilities as per 
request of each village. In order to determine the monetary value of the minimum in-kind 
compensation, a calculation is made of the cash compensation each village would be 
entitled to (Table 6).  
 

Table 6: Calculation of compensation in monetary value 
Village Impacts based on 

DMS optimized 
revised design in 

May 2020 (m2) 

Upland Garden 
Unit Rate (LAK/m2) 

Entitled 
Compensation budget 

(LAK) 
ID. Name 

VIL 001 Bor Ta Kai 5,476 1400 7,666,000 
VIL 002 Majuk 5,865 1400 8,211,000 
VIL 003 Kieo Joulou 6,651 1400 9,311,400 
VIL 004 Chom Ong 8,230 1400 11,522,000 
Total  26,222  36,710,400 

Source: Compiled by MICT June 2020 
 

During the Due Diligence mission and again during the following Safeguard missions the 
Consultant held consultations with all the four communities and village authorities and 
confirmed their request for in-kind compensation. In Nam Bor Ta Kai and Majuk the 
communities requested improvement of the school yard and improvement of the road to 
the school. In Kieo Joulou the communities requested to have new culvert pipes and road 
rehabilitation over these pipes. In Chom Ong village the community requested 
improvement of the road to school and the road to the village hall. See Annex I.2 for more 
details on the compensation in kind request of the individual communities. 
 
After these confirmations the Contractor was asked to prepare make a technical inspection 
of each site and subsequently submit a Bill of Quantities as included in Annex V gives 

Proxy Indicator Proxy Indicator 
1 Weight

Proxy 
Indicator 2 Weight

Proxy 
Indicator 3 Weight

Proxy 
Indicator 4 Weight

Proxy Indicator 
5 Weight

Total 
Score

Calculation 
Unit Rate

Proposed 
Unit Rate Unit

Land use
Land 
Documentation 20% Soil Quality 30% Slope 30%

Land 
preparation 10%

Land 
management 10% 100% KIP KIP M2

Paddy Land Certificate 60% Very high 100% None 100% High 100% High 100% 92% 7,500 7,500 M2
Garden land Land Tax 30% Normal 30% Normal 30% Normal 60% Normal 60% 36% 2,935 2,900 M2
Garden land hill 
(perennial crops) Land Tax 30% Normal 30% Normal 30% Low 30% Low 30% 30% 2,446 2,400 M2
Garde land hill 
(annual crops) Land Tax 30% Low 10% High 10% Low 30% Low 30% 18% 1,467 1,400 M2

Fallow 
No 
documentation 0% Low 10% High 10% None 5% None 5% 7% 571 500 M2

LA
N

D
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details on the civil works cost for each village. As shown in Annex V in terms of cost in all 
villages there are gaps between the costs estimated by Contractor and the actual entitled 
budget. During the Safeguard mission in June 2020 the village authorities have already 
been informed about this gap and they realize that possibly not all works can be completed 
to the exact standard or to full scope as requested. In that case either a reduction in quality 
or in quantity would need to be considered by the community.  
 
As per the Loan Agreement, the Government is responsible for financing resettlement 
costs, and so it will be responsible for paying the compensation works to be carried out. 

 

VIII. Institutional Arrangements 
No changes occurred in the institutional arrangements outlined in the approved RP of 
2014. 

IX. Monitoring and Reporting 
No changes were made to the existing monitoring and reporting structures and 
arrangements, which were prepared for the approved RP of 2014, therefore this 
addendum will follow these existing arrangements.  
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Annex I.1: Minute of Meetings from Due Diligence Mission 6-9 May 2020  
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Annex I.2: Minute of Meeting DMS, SES and drafting community and PAP 
agreements mission 1-9 June 2020 
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Annex II: Cut of Date Announcement 12th May 2020 
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Annex III.1: Signed Detailed Measurement Survey sample form village Nam Bor 
Ta Kai 
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Annex III.2: Signed Agricultural Land Verification form 
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Annex III.3: Impression of signing for DMS and Agricultural Land Verification in Nam Bor Ta Kai 

  
DMS Village leader and village elders DMS signing by village authorities 

  
Village land tax officer signing Village elder signing 
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Annex IV: Un-signed Measurement and Calculation form Nam Bor Ta Kai 
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Annex V: Bill of Quantity comparison with Entitled Compensation Budget by village  

 

Village ID Village Component

ກວ້າງ/
Width
 (m)

ຍາວ/
Length

 (m)

ຄວາມ
ໜາ/
Thick
ness 
(m)

Total
 

conte
nt  
(ມ3/
 m3)

ຄ່າຫົວໜ
່ ວຍ/
Unit 
cost 
(USD)

ລວມ/
Total 
Cost 
(USD)

 
ແລກປ່ຽນ/
Current 

Exchange
 USD to 

LAK

 ທຽບເທ່ົາ/
Equivalent 

(LAK)

 
impacted 
 upland 

(m2) 

 Unit 
rate 

(LAK/m2) 

ຄໍານວນກ່ອນ/
compensation

 budget

ລຸດລ່ີນ/
Difference 

(LAK)

ແຕກຕ່າງ
ເປັນ/

difference 
(%)

ເດ່ິນຮຮ/ school yard 30 20 2 1200 0.74 888 8,988        7,981,344      
ທາງເຂ້ົາຮຮ/access road 8 3.5 1 28 0.74 20.72 8,988        186,231         
ລວມ:/total 908.72 8,988        8,167,575      5,476      1,400      7,666,400       501,175      6%
ເຮັດເດ່ີນຮຮ/school yard 7 20 0.5 70 0.74 51.8 8,988        465,578         
ປັບເດ່ີນຮຮ/school yard 50 20 0.5 500 1.63 815 8,988        7,325,220      
ທາງເຂ້ົາຮຮ/access road 100 3 0.5 150 1.63 244.5 8,988        2,197,566      
ລວມ:/total 1111.3 8,988        9,988,364      5,865      1,400      8,211,000       1,777,364   18%
ປັບດິນສະໂມສອນ vi l lage office yard 0 0 0 0 1.63 0 8,988        -                  
ຕ້ັງທ່ໍຖົມດີນ/culvert pipe (3 sites) 21 50 1050 8,988        9,437,400      
ລວມ:/total 1050 8,988        9,437,400      6,651      1,400      9,311,400       126,000      1%
ທາງໄປ ຮຮ/school road 3.5 100 0.5 175 1.63 285.25 8,988        2,563,827      
ທາງໄປ ຮຮ/school road 3.1 100 0.2 62 11 682 8,988        6,129,816      
ທາງໄປຫໍປະຊຸມບ້ານRoad vil lage hall  3.5 40 0.5 70 1.63 114.1 8,988        1,025,531      
ທາງໄປຫໍປະຊຸມບ້ານRoad vil lage hall  3.1 40 0.2 24.8 11 272.8 8,988        2,451,926      
ລວມ:/total 1354.15 8,988        12,171,100   8,230      1,400      11,522,000     649,100      5%

VIL001

VIL002

VIL003

ມູນຄ່າຊົດເຊີຍເປັນວັດຖຸ ຕີອອກມາເປັນເງີນກີບ/Bill of Quantities compared to Compensation Budget Per Village (revised 9th June 2020)

VIL004

ບ້ານຈອມ
ອອງ/ Chom
 Ong

ບ້ານບ່ໍຕາໄກ່/ 
Nam Bor Ta 
Kai

ບ້ານໝາກຈຸກ/
 Majuk

ບ້ານກ່ິວຈາລູ່/
Kieo Joulou
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Annex VI: Un-signed agreement in kind compensation for community impact 
agricultural land Nam Bor Ta Kai  
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